Glucose-6-phosphate dehydrogenase (G6PD) Iserlohn and G6PD Regensburg: two new severe enzyme defects in German families.
Two new inheritable variants of glucose-6-phosphate dehydrogenase have been found in two unrelated German families. Patients with one variant (G6PD Iserlohn, also referred to as G6PD I) suffered from intermittent hemolytic crises caused by fava beans; patients with the other variant (G6PD Regensburg, G6PD II) disclosed chronic nonspherocytic hemolytic anemia aggravated by drug treatment. Due to their unusual biochemical characteristics, the new variants were designated G6PD Iserlohn and G6PD Regensburg. Both variants showed a reduction of enzyme activity to about 6% of the normal in erythrocytes, normal electrophoretic mobility, increased affinity for glucose-6-phosphate, a reduced affinity for NADP and a pH optimum in the neutral region (7.0 and 7.5). G6PD Iserlohn had a decreased affinity for the inhibitor NADPH; G6PD Regensburg had a normal inhibitor constant. Deamino NADP was utilized at an increased rate by G6PD Regensburg. G6PD Iserlohn was thermostable, G6PD Regensburg mildly instable. G6PD activity in leukocytes was normal in G6PD Iserlohn and reduced to the same degree as in erythrocytets in G6PD Regensburg. The cause of the decreased activity of G6PD Iserlohn appears to be in vivo instability; in G6PD Regensburg further mechanisms might include reduced specific activity or reduced synthesis of the variant enzyme.